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Planning Archaeology

• Consultation with DM Archaeologists across 
the region

– Examining process from brief, to WSI’s, to 
monitoring of obligations

– Deposition of digital archives and grey literature

– Relationships with other stakeholders

– Advice on retention policies

– Future funding of archaeological archives



From planning to deposition

• Majority of DM archaeologists do not have 
standard briefs or guidance – reliance on informal 
conversations and existing knowledge

• Resources make monitoring of obligations 
difficult

• Smaller developers/householders more likely to 
misunderstand obligations

• Regional ‘standard’ brief could be possible if they 
are flexible enough



Digital archives and grey literature

• DM archaeologists are increasingly requesting 
digital archives are deposited with ADS –
though there may be cost barriers, especially 
smaller projects

• Level of digital archive material increasing and 
will continue to do so

• OASIS is a requirement within WSI’s



Relationships & retention

• DM archaeologists have more established 
relationships with archaeological contractors than 
museums

• Better communication/development of 
relationships with museums would be beneficial

• Acknowledgement of challenges facing 
archaeological archives but a wider regional view 
is not clear

• If resources allowed DM archaeologists are in 
favour of assisting with the development of 
policies/guidance on retention policies



Archaeological contractors

• Consultation with main archaeological 
contractors in the South West region

– Exploring level of archaeological archives held by 
contractors

– Associated costs & risks of storing archives

– Experiences with museums & barriers to 
deposition

– Public engagement activities



Archives held by contractors

• All contractors stated that they held some 
archaeological archives 

• Range from 0.5 m3 to 700 m3

• Total combined approximately 1352 m3

• Digital archives presenting their own 
challenges: justifying ADS costs to clients, lack 
of facilities within museums to securely 
receive digital archives



Associated costs and risks

• 50% contractors state that the archive 
presents a risk to their business

• Cost of storing archives being cross subsidised 
from other projects

• Unsustainable in the long term
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Resources, resources, resources
• Developer funded archaeology relies on the 

public/non-profit sector for

– Provision of archaeological advice within planning 
system

– Long-term storage and access to archaeological 
archives for public benefit

• Both discretionary services under pressure

• A strategy for sustainable funding of 
archaeological storage is needed 

– Capital funding of storage facilities and services

– Revenue funding (up-front deposit charges)



Barriers to deposition

• Poor communication between contractors and 
museums

• Some museums are unable to receive archives 
or have had temporary stoppages

• Delayed payments from clients to contractors

• Issues with Transfer of Title

Time from notification to deposition varies 
from 6 months to 5-10 years
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